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Firefighters extinguish fire in Poʻipū Bay Golf Course clubhouse

POʻIPŪ – Firefighters extinguished a fire that broke out Wednesday night in the Poʻipū Bay Golf Course clubhouse in Poʻipū.

No injuries were reported.

Firefighters were dispatched to the clubhouse at approximately 10:30 p.m., when an on-duty security guard of the nearby Grand Hyatt hotel heard the fire alarm sounding and saw smoke emitting from the corner of the building.

Kōloa firefighters were first on scene, and used forcible entry to access the interior of the structure on fire. Personnel from the Kauaʻi Island Utility Cooperative were contacted to turn off power to the building.

Once inside, firefighters found flames coming from an office storage area and were able to quickly knock down the fire through an opening above a partition wall. Kalāheo and Līhuʻe firefighters soon joined the effort, and the fire was deemed under control at approximately 11 p.m. Personnel extinguished all flames and ensured there was no further fire extension in the ceiling.

Fire inspectors estimate damage to the structure and its contents to be roughly $40,000. The affected building area had a working fire alarm, but did not appear to have fire sprinklers.

The cause of the fire appears to be accidental.
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